
Currently, companies can engage in a wide range of business activities without having an actual
establishment, personnel, or even inventory. Using new and innovative technologies, companies are now
able to have a broader presence over larger territories than they could have in the past 10 years, while
significantly reducing the time invested per client to close negotiations and conclude diverse businesses.
Through social media, call centers, chatbots, instant messaging platforms or webpages, businesses can
offer their goods and services to a colossal number of clients, enabling them to conclude their purchases
immediately. It has been observed that the inability to adapt to technology’s modus operandi has
affected businesses that aren’t prepared to close commercial transactions due to their lack of
preparation and readiness to adapt in the technological field with customers’ whose attention they’ve
captured, which would more likely prefer that are companies better prepared to close those commercial
transactions. Therefore, it’s seemingly valid to wonder: Is your business prepared to close massive
commercial transactions through the wide variety of technological resources today’s market offers and
with the promptitude demanded?

IS YOUR BUSINESS READY 
FOR E-COMMERCE?

he technological revolution has introduced certain changes in the way business is done.
Commercial activity, which has long been characterized by agility, informality, and haste, has
seen how these mentioned qualities have increased extraordinarily thanks to the use of new
technological advances. 
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Agreement’s main objective: the good or service that the supplier must deliver to your business. 
Detailed description of the goods and services that are to be delivered, with the special
characteristics necessary for the business’ proper function.
Time and manner of delivery of the goods or services, as well as the term of the agreement.
Alternatives (remedies) in the event of breach of the agreement by the supplier.
Events of termination.
Possible alternatives, consequences, and sanctions to be applied in the event of breach of the
agreement.
Special provisions applicable to the processing of personal data, and 
Mechanisms of dispute resolution, regarding disputes derived from the contractual relationship. 

Before your business seeks to adapt to mass contracting through technology, it is necessary to
evaluate whether your business has the operational capacity required to meet the demand of your
company’s goods and services. It is crucial to evaluate whether your company’s agreements with
suppliers for raw materials, suppliers for storage, logistics, IT, advertising, and marketing services,
enable your business to safeguard your interests, while allowing your business to offer its goods and
services in an uninterrupted manner. In this sense, it’s essential to confirm that your agreements
comprehend at least the following matters: 

It is possible, given the accelerated growth of a business’ commercial activity, or due to lack of
attention of its managers, that agreements with suppliers frequently overlook the importance of the
previously mentioned elements. Nonetheless, it is imperative that the relationship with any given
supplier doesn’t represent a risk for your business’ operation, and it is essential for you to know the
company´s rights derived from the contractual relationship.

Once your business’ operation is protected from all relationships with suppliers, it is indispensable for
you to be contractually prepared to offer goods and services to a vast number of customers, but most
importantly, you must be able and prepared to conclude transactions massively in an immediate
manner. Every single commercial activity requires the implementation of agile and effective
mechanisms that allow mass consumer goods or services to be made available to an extensive
number of customers. The standardization and optimization of methods of production of goods or
provision of services are intended to produce a competitive advantage in business in order to offer its
customers affordable, high-quality products. 

In the same line of thought, standardization and optimization of contracting mechanisms will add
value to the products, differentiating them from competition. Behind every concluded business
transaction is the existence of a fundamentally and unmeasurably important contractual relationship
that, even though goes unnoticed most of the time, has the potential and ability to shift your business’
output and results. Maintaining solid contractual relationship with suppliers is equally as important as
having well-structured, stable, sturdy contractual relationships with clients. Fast and buoyant
commerce allows the contracting parties to efficiently manage the time invested in a contract’s
negotiation phase. 



General contracting terms (terms of use or terms of service): This agreement will contain all the
rights and obligations of your company (seller – service provider) and your client´s– the general
conditions related to the time and manner of delivery and payment, returns, claims for defects,
cancellation or refund policies, warranty, liability for damages, dispute resolution alternatives,
among others.

Privacy policy: Today, data has become one of the most valuable assets of any company. Proper
data processing can represent an advantage for your business over its competitors. However,
such treatment requires compliance with general guidelines related to the collection, storage,
retention, processing, transfer, update, and elimination of data. The previously mentioned elements
are all included in privacy policies and these agreements are intended to regulate how your
business manages the data collected from its customers. 

Clients are not interested in the contract’s subtleties. What clients want is a specific product, and to
get that product an immediate fashion to satisfy a particular need or interest. More importantly so,
long, and thorough negotiations of a contract’s conditions with every client would represent unwieldly
costs for the business.

Prior to offering your goods or services in a massive way, it’s pivotal that your business has general
contracting conditions that can be applied to all commercial relationships that may occur in the future.
In such sense, it’s fundamental that you possess the following documents:

Even though it’s exceedingly important that your business offers its goods and services in a massive
way through the numerous technological resources available, from a legal perspective, it’s of the
utmost importance that the aforementioned contracts can be made available to clients and accepted
through technological resources. Generally, Guatemala’s legislation recognizes the freedom of
contract, and its different manifestations, such as freedom of forms when entering a contract, as is
reflected in article 1518 of the Civil Code, Decree Law 106 and in article 671 of the Commercial Code,
Decree 2-70. With few exceptions and taking into consideration the special requirements applicable to
consumer relations, it is possible to enter into a contract by any method agreed by the parties without
the need for those contracts to be executed in hard copies or signed by the parties.

In addition, Guatemala’s legislation also recognizes those contracts executed through electronic
communications between the parties as valid and enforceable contracts, whether they contain the
contract itself or incorporate it by reference, or simply contain the consent given through the
interaction of automated mechanisms, among other recognized forms (please refer to the Law for the
recognition of electronic communications and signatures, Decree 47-2008). It is necessary to affirm
that Guatemala’s legislation recognizes and validates multiple contracting mechanisms that can be
implemented in your business. 



Whether the exchange is through social media, chatbots, instant messaging, webpages, or any other
technological resource, your business can greatly benefit from virtual or electronic communications
contracting systems or services. No matter what the electronic contracting mechanism adopted by
your business is, it is extremely important that the general conditions of contracting, the privacy
policies, and any other type of relevant documents to contracting that wants to be included in the
contractual relationship with the clients, are incorporated into the chosen mechanism. Furthermore, it
is vital that your customer’s consent to such contracts is validly given, and that a copy is kept for
further retrieval and made easily available to them, as a mean of proof for any future situation that may
or may not emerge. It’s necessary to emphasize on the fact that, due to the nature of mass contracting
relations, your business will have a single, brief opportunity to communicate the contract’s conditions
to the client. A customer’s valid acceptance of the contracting terms and its appropriate
documentation is a determining factor for the contractual relationship and your business’ proper
functioning. 

Whether your company is searching to find a more detailed advice about the importance of contracts
concluded with suppliers or customers, including general conditions of contracting and data privacy
policies; or looking to further inquire about the requisites for the successful implementation of mass
contracting mechanisms through the diverse scope of technological resources now available, do not
hesitate to contact our team of experts to receive advice to better prepare your company to participate
and benefit from these instruments. 
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